Yes, You Should Be Using Apple Pay or Google Pay
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When Apple Pay was first announced back in 2014, it seemed like a revolutionary idea
that would take a while to catch on. Six years later, a little under half the iPhone users
out there are paying with their phone, with Google and Samsung Pay growing on
Android as well. Apple Pay currently accounts for 10 percent of all global card
transactions.
That's impressive, but I can't help feeling it should be even more popular than it is. If
you aren't using Apple and Google Pay at the grocery store, it's time to start—it's better
than a credit card in pretty much every way.
It's Much Faster Than Chip-Based Credit Cards
To start, credit cards have gotten annoyingly slow, thanks to the new chip-based
readers. This new (old) tech is much slower than the old swipe-to-pay credit cards of
yore, making plastic a bit more of a hassle. Pull out your wallet, dig through to find the
right card, put it in, wait, then do it all in reverse when the reader beeps at you like
you've accidentally tripped some sort of alarm.
With Apple and Google Pay, you just pull out your phone, unlock the home screen, and
hover it over the reader—it'll "swipe" your digital credit card instantaneously, faster
than any chip-based card. You don't even have to open the app—just unlock your phone
and tap. If you have a smartwatch, you might be able to tap it to the reader without
even touching your phone.
Of course I'm exaggerating the annoyance of credit cards just a bit here, but I really
can't overstate how fast and easy tap-to-pay is. Pulling out your card just feels archaic in
comparison, and once you've tried Apple and Google Pay, you'll want to use it whenever
possible.
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It's Available in a Ton of Stores
When tap-to-pay systems first launched, it felt like they were only available at a few
select stores—popular ones, sure, but few and far enough between that you were still
using your credit card the vast majority of the time. That's no longer true. Not only have
more national chains caught up (from grocery stores to pharmacies to the mall and
beyond), but smaller mom-and-pop shops often offer the service as well, thanks to
Square and other modern payment kiosks that accept tap-to-pay. In my neighborhood,
I have the convenience of Apple Pay at the grocery chain down the street as well as the
independent bagel shop around the corner. It's becoming rarer and rarer that I actually
have to pull out my wallet. Of course, this may vary depending on where you live and
the stores available to you—but it's becoming much more widespread.
You can also use it for non-physical purchases, like food delivery apps, online stores like
Macy's and Target, and online ticket purchases (you know, when movie theaters become
a thing again). It'll work through the mobile apps and on websites (though Apple Pay
requires a Mac for desktop usage). As long as you have a card in your Apple or Google
Pay wallet, you can order that takeout from a new app without having to type in your
credit card number. Seconds matter when pizza is on the line, guys.
You Still Get Your Credit Card Points
Whenever I evangelize Apple and Google Pay to friends, I get the same question: "But
what about my credit card points?" This is a misunderstanding of how these services
work. You aren't paying Apple, who then pays the retailer. When you tap your phone to
pay at Trader Joe's, it works exactly as if you'd scanned your credit card—the charge
shows up on your Visa bill as Trader Joe's, and you get all the points you're entitled to,
including whatever extra bonus points your card applies to that category (double points
on groceries, for example).
You can even store multiple credit cards in your digital wallet, if you like to optimize
your points by using different cards at different stores. You'll pick one as the default that
scans when you tap your phone, but you can open the Apple Pay or Google Pay app to
choose a different card before scanning if you want.
Yes, It's Secure
Finally, as with all things digital, some folks are hesitant to switch to a service they
aren't familiar with—especially since digital security hasn't had the most confidenceinducing decade.
But credit cards haven't exactly been bastions of security either—as anyone who's had
their card stolen will tell you. In some ways, Apple and Google Pay are actually more
secure than their plastic counterparts. Both services use tokenization, creating a unique
code whenever you make a purchase—the merchant never sees your credit card
number, and even if a thief were to somehow steal that code, they wouldn't be able to
use it to make more purchases. This is the same enhanced security your credit card's
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chip uses.
For some reason, though, our credit card chips don't require PIN numbers like they do
overseas, so if anyone steals your card, they can make purchases for you. Apple and
Google Pay, on the other hand, are locked behind the fingerprint sensor or face
recognition on your device, adding an extra layer of security that credit cards don't
have. So even if someone were to steal your phone, they'd have a hard time using it for a
Best Buy shopping spree. Oh, and if you lose your phone, you can turn your digital
wallet off remotely with Find My iPhone and Google's Find My Device.
None of this is to say you can leave your credit card at home—though I have,
accidentally, on many occasions and still been able to pay. Depending on where you live
and shop, you may still have plenty of local markets and old-school stores that don't
offer it. But you should take five minutes to set it up anyway—it's amazing how many
people I see in line at Vons pull out their credit cards while their phone is already in
their other hand. Once you use it a couple of times, you'll wonder why you didn't set it
up sooner—and you'll want to use it as often as you can.
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